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Using Value Engineering
to Facilitate PWAs

by Roger Sperling, CVS

ABSTRACT

Value Engineering (VE) is a problem solving methodology that has been used in manufacturing

and construction industries for fifty years to improve products, systems and projects while

reducing unnecessary cost. A Process Waste Assessment (PWA) is a newly developed

methodology designed to characterize waste streams and identify opportunities to reduce or

eliminate waste generation. The VE and PWA methodologies are compared to show their

general similarities and specific differences, and to suggest how VE can be woven into the PWA

methodology. Further, the roles of the VE and PWA team leaders and their training are

compared; suggestions are made to help enable the PWA team leader to more effectively lead a

group-centered creative process. Examples of how VE has been used in waste minimization and

pollution prevention projects are presented, also.

FOREWORD

"Problems represent gaps between where one is and where one wishes to be, or

between what one knows and what one wishes to know. Problem solving is the

process of closing these gaps by finding missing information, reevaluating what is

already known or, in some cases, redefining the problem. 'q

INTRODUCTION

The Department of Energy's (DOE) PWA methodology contained in the "Model Process Waste

Assessment Plan ''2 is compared and contrasted with the VE methodology promulgated by the

Society of American Value Engineers (SAVE). Both are problem solving processes. While the

PWA" methodology is similar to the VE methodology, there are differences which present an

opportunity for VE to facilitate PW As. Proven techniques used in VE studies can be applied to

PWAs, especially in the areas of team leader training, team selection, function analysis, ranking

of ideas, and oral presentations.
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PWA METHODOLOGY

The PWA is "a disciplined methodology for collecting data and evaluating waste minimization

options. ''z lt is based on the Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) "Manual for Waste

Minimization Opportunity Assessment. ''3 lt is a group-centered process; PWA team members

are chosen because of their familiarity with hazardous waste regulations and techniques of waste

minimization. The PWA team leader is selected for the his/her "proven technical and problem

solving abilities. ''2

The model for PW As, summarized in Figure 1, contains four phases:

• Organization

• Assessment

• Development

• Implementation

There are nineteen separate activities in this model. PWAs are best accomplished using a graded

approach, with only the largest and most complex processes requiring the full compliment of

activities. This model is supported by seventeen suggested worksheets based on forms

recommended by the U.S. EPA which were adopted by DOE for PWA use.

VE METHODOLOGY

Value Engineering is a "powerful methodology for solving problems and/or reducing costs while

maintaining or improving quality requirements. ''4 The VE methodology is a group-centered

process, also. A VE Team usually is an independent group of professionals with the technical

expertise needed for the study project; they can be persons who are familiar with the project, in

some cases. The VE team leader typically is a Certified Value Specialist (CVS), who meets the

training, experience and service requirements of the Society of American Value Engineers

(SAVE). Value work is performed world-wide in twenty-seven countries.
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The model for Value Engineering is the VE Study Plan which is summarized on Figure 1. There

are nine phases shown:

• Pre-study
• Information

• Function

• Creative

• Evaluation

• Development

• Presentation

• Report

• Implementation

There are nineteen activities in this model. The VE Study Plan includes phases unique to VE,

such as the "Function" and "Presentation" phases. VE also is best accomplished using a graded

approach; formal VE studies using all phases are applied to larger projects. This VE Study Plan

is supported by a variety of stylized forms which are tailored to the manufacturing, construction

or administration areas where VE is applied.

Historically, VE began 50 years ago when Larry Miles "discovered" value analysis at General

Electric when working to solve materials shortages in manufactured goods during World War II.

Value analysis also became known as Value Engineering when it was introduced into the U.S.

Department of Defense and the general Services Administration in the 1960's. In 1975 EPA

required a mandatory VE provision for all waste water treatment facilities over $10 million. 5

DOE Order 4010.lA, "Value Engineeririg", establishes procedures for the VE within DOE.

COMPARISON OF METHODOLOGIES

A direct comparison of the PWA and VE Methodologies can be made by examining Figure 1,

where the phases and activities of each methodology are listed in parallel. For example the PWA

"Organization" phase is almost identical to the VE "Pre-Study" phase; both involve selecting a

team, a team leader, and a project or area to study. A key difference is the kind of training the

team leaders bring to the team meetings (see Recommendation 1, below). Another is the

independence of VE Teams, compared to PWA Teams (see Recommendation 2, below).
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There are other similarities of the two methodologies. Parts of the PWA "Assessment" and VE

"Information" phases are equivalent; PWA requires compilation of data and visiting the process

site to characterize the waste stream, which is almost the same as the VE activities. The PWA

"Prioritize Waste Streams" activity is done differently in VE, where "Function Analysis" and

"FAST Diagrams" are used.' This is the most significant difference between the two

methodologies (see Recommendation 3, below).

The PWA "Development" phase begins with "Generate Options", which is essentially the same

as the VE "Creative" phase which "Brainstorms Functions". The remaining PWA

"Development" activities having to do with screening, evaluating, ranking and selecting options

are similar to the VE "Evaluation" and "Development" phases; however there are different VE

techniques which can be applied to PWAs (see Recommendation 4, below).

VE has both "Presentation" and "Report" phases; PWA has no presentation. (see

Recommendation 5, below). "Implementation" phases end each methodology but contain

different activities.

While both methodologies are designed to solve problems, the VE methodology contains some

activities which can be used in PWAs to close the knowledge gaps and even redefine the

problem, if necessary. Five specific recommendations follow:

RECOMMENDATION 1" TEAM LI_ADER TRAINING

Provide training experiences for PWA team leaders in team building skills.

VE team leaders receive training to learn ways to develop teamwork and stimulate creativity.

The initial training experiences are two VE Workshops, sanctioned by SAVE. When an

individual accumulates experience and demonstrates leadership in value work he/she can be

licensed as a Certified Value Specialist (CVS). Periodic recertification is required to maintain
CVS status.

1

When a CVS examines the PWA Methodology it is easy to identify its group-centered nature and

visualize how the PWA team could be guided (facilitated) through the sequences of activities, lt

is also easy to understand how an untrained PWA team leader could have some difficulty

achieving success, especially on an initial assignment.
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How can PWA team leaders, who may have been selected because they are aggressive managers,

be better prepared to facilitate PWA teams? Part of the answer lies in the recommended

"borrowings" from the VE Methodology (see Recommendations 2-5, below). But to optimize

PWA team performance requires that the leader have specific non-technical background. By

providing training in how successful groups work, the PWA team leader can move from being a

meeting convener to a team facilitator.

Formal facilitator training is one way to achieve this. In addition, there are books that teach

techniques of facilitating small groups to reach concensus decisions 6 and articles which explain

the different roles people play in small group meetings and the optimum size of teams. 7 VE texts

discuss creativity and emphasize how the creative potential of teams can be nurtured by

facilitators. 8

One of the most important techniques used by facilitators is "team memory". Recording team

member's ideas on flip charts serves to:

• Encourage participation by ali team members

• Stimulate creative thinking because ali ideas are accepted

• Focus discussion on the topic

• Make a permanent memory of team discussions

It is especially crucial to use this "writing on the wall" method during creative, brainstorming

sessions. When ali ideas are accepted and written down everyone is encouraged to add his/her

seemingly insignificant contribution, which may lead to a highly creative solution.

Following the model of the CVS, PWA team leadership should be invested in certain able,

trained individuals. Once a person has learned to be a successful facilitator he/she should be

invited to serve in that role again, rather than arbitrarily assigning new, untrained persons to new

PWA teams.
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RECOMMENDATION 2: INDEPENDENT FULL-TIME TEAMS

Engage independent full-time PWA teams for larger processes.

A singular benefit of VE studies is the independence of the study teams. Formal VE studies use

technical professionals who are not familiar with the process or project and are not even part of

the organization sponsoring the study. Some early "scoping" VE studies, (such as VE at Scope

Time, or VEST9), use design teams to explore the project functions and use creativity to develop

optional design approaches. However, formal VE studies work best when they are done by

independent consultants. In construction VE work the architects and engineers are trained in

estimating initial and life-cycle costs of design alternatives.

The advantage of independent teams is their ability to not only be objective but to ask "dumb

questions." Team members unfettered by the technical culture of the sponsoring organization

can question the fundamental assumptions behind the project under study. They can force the

owner to reexamine the primary "needs" and, perhaps, discard some of the secondary "wants"

which are encumbering the project.

By contrast PWA teams that are drawn from different levels in the organization, and who are

familiar with the process under review, are dependent on that organization and do not have the

same freedom to challenge the existing process. This lack of independence can inhibit creativity

and limit the range of options sought from PWAs.

VE te_ ms are short-term, full-time groups, dedicated to one project. They work, virtually

without interruption, on the study project for one week. This may seem a luxury to devote a

concentrated effort to one project. But this protocol has the advantage of energizing the team to

study and recommend alternatives in a short period of time. This contributes to rapid team

building and enthusiastic, high energy performance to meet the sponsoring organization's

expectations. The synergism that occurs during an intense VE team session stimulates learning

and skill sharing, such as the proper ways to estimate both present and future costs.

The use of independent full-time PWA teams may be appropriate for the analysis of larger, more

complex processes.
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RECOMMENDATION 3: FUNCTION ANALYSIS/FAST DIAGRAMS

Employ Function Analysis on ali PWAs; use FAST Diagrams on larger, more

complex processes.

Function Analysis is the core VE activity; FAST (Function Analysis System Technique)

Diagrams are one of the tools used to analyze a project, pan or process to ask "Why" and "How"

it is to be accomplished. There are a variety of techniques that have evolved to help VE teams

perform function analysis. 10 The object is to go to the roots of the system to sort out "wants"

from "needs" and eliminate unnecessary functions and cost. Often the problem is completely

redefined using functions.

Function Analysis requires the VE team to characterize ali of the functions of a system using a

verb-noun convention. A list of functions for a Hazardous 'Waste Handling Facility (HWHF)

looks like this:

HWHF FUNCTIONS
, , , ,,,,

Verb Noun Kind

-Satisfy ' DOE P
Do Research P
Store Waste S
Package Waste S
Reduce Waste Volume S
Satisfy Tiger Team P
Enclose Space S
Satisfy State P
Satisfy Landlord P
House Personnel S
Meet Codes P

,,

The team agrees by consensus whether the function is a primary (P) or secondary (S) /unction.

These discussions bring the team members to a fundamental understanding of the facility. As

Miles said, "The language of function is the language of the heart of the problem." II Note that

there are six primary functions in the judgment of the team which mostly deal with meeting

regulatory needs; these are essential to the mission of the HWHF. There are five that are

secondary which are more specific building functions; these are of lesser importance.

8
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To further the analysis of functions VE team leaders use FAST Diagrams. Figure 2 is an

example of a Project FAST Diagram which began with the eleven functions listed above and

ended with twenty-two functions connected by "How?" and "Why?" logic. ("How" a function is

accomplished is answered by the right hand function; "Why" is the reverse.)

The FAST Diagram demands a rigorous response to the "Hows" and "Whys" which further

clarifies the scope of the project by identifying missing functions needed to make the logical

connections. Note that Figure 2 has a critical path describing the steps needed to fund, design

and construct the facility to achieve the "higher order function" of "Satisfy DOE" and other

entities.

A second example, Figure 3, is a Building FAST Diagram. Eight of the functions axe from the

original list (see above) and thirty others are related to building functions such as "Protect

Personnel" and building elements, such as "Glove Boxes". Ali of the costs for these functions

are shown, so the VE team can learn where the cost drivers are in a project.

Function Analysis makes it easier for the team to see where excessive cost may be and to make

judgments about the appropriate distribution of costs. Another technique is the Pareto chart (see

Figure 4) which displays cost elements in descending order. A protocol in value work is that

elements of high cost should be examined while those at the other end of the cost distribution
need not be reviewed.

Another value of the functional approach to problem solving is that creativity is enlarged when

brainstorming is applied to a function rather than an existing item. Brainstorming functions

opens the door to more creative ideas. By listing ways to "Protect Personnel" for the HWHF

(above) the team is free to explore many alternatives outside the bounds that thinking of options

to "Glove Boxes," "Fume Hoods," and "Other Special Equipment" would evoke.

Function Analysis and FAST Diagrams can be applied to PWAs without alteration. They are

universal problem solving tools that are transferable from VE to PWAs, having the potential to

redefine the problem.
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RECOMMENDATION 4: RANKING IDEAS

Utilize a variety of ranking techniques, as appropriate for the size and complexity

of the process.

One area where the PWA and VE Methodologies differ is in the "Development" phase activities

of screening and ranking options. The PWA model offers two worksheets: the "Weighted Sum

Method" and "Option Evaluation." The former method is an evaluation matrix common to VE

work. The latter method is a PWA-specific protocol using forty-seven questions. This is a

lengthy, highly-structured way to develop a rank score which may inhibit the flow of ideas, or

may not be used at all.

There are two VE evaluation models which may be useful for PWAs. The first is a three criteria

scoring method. A typical set of VE Ranking Criteria is shown in Figure 5. In VE studies the

objective is to reduce costs without reducing functionality or quality. To score each creative idea

against the three VE ranking criteria the team must reach consensus on how the suggested

change affects "Quality and Function", what the "Expected Savings" might be and what is the

"Likelihood of Acceptance." Total points determine if the idea should be developed for

consideration by the client.

In PWAs a similar set of criteria could be used, such as "Technical Evaluation", "Economic

Evaluation" and "Likelihood of Implementation."

The second VE ranking method is a "T-chart" (structured like a letter "T") which is used to

record advantages (+) and disadvantages (-) of each creative idea. A typical "T-Chart," recorded

on a flip chart, looks like this:

+

• Improves flexibility • Lengthens schedule
• Reduces cost • May reduce quality
• Simplifies design

When team discussions are recorded in this manner the "team memory" is preserved; the pros

and cons can be used later in developing a specific VE Proposal. This unstructured, open-ended

method can be directly applied to the evaluation of PWA options. It is superior to quantitative

ranking systems because it records the qualitative "team memory," instead of sets of numbers;

the advantages and disadvantages of an option can be synthesized readily for use in a report.

10
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RECOMMENDATION 5: ORAL PRESE_'!_T.!_O__

Include oral presentations to management on larger PWAs to explain and

recommend opttons.

The oral presentation to management is a standard method of marketing the results of VE studies.

lt concludes the week-long effort with a two-hour summary of the team's findings and potential

cost savings. Well organized presentations use viewgraphs of selected forms and sketches from

the VE proposals to illustrate the key cost saving ideas. In some instances, decisions on which

ideas to implement are made during, or immediately after, the presentation. Usually, however,

implementation meetings are held after a period of review of the VE report.

Presentations have the distinct advantage of causing a greater emotional impact than reading a

printed report. Questions are more easily answered and a synergism between the VE team and

the approval-level managers can create a higher level of support for the VE results.

For PWAs on larger processes, the oral presentation may be appropriate and could facilitate the

implementation of the most appropriate option.

EXAMPLE VE STUDIES

A variety of VE studies have been performed on waste management and waste minimization

projects. Table 1 lists selected studies performed at DOE and other field facilities. Site VE

coordinators who managed these VE studies and/or VE consultants who performed them can

attest to their impact on pollution prevention programs.
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SUMMARY

Five recommendations are made for using VE to facilitate PWAs. The potential benefita to the

PWA methodology are:

1. T¢_m l_.¢_der Training - to strengthen the skills of team leaders and make them better

equipped to facilitate PWA teams.

2. Independent Full-Tim_ Team_ - to enlarge the range of creative options developed by the

PWA methodology.

3. Function Analysis/FAST Diagrams - to deepen the analysis of existing proce-ses and

differentiate between primary "needs" and secondary "wants".

4. Ranking Ideas - ,_oprovide a wider variety of techniques for sorting PWA options.

5. Qral Prc_entation - to help facilitate the implementation of the most appropriate PWA

option.

Each recommendation can be considered in a graded approach to PWAs, applying those that fit

the size and complexity of the process. Using VE to facilitate PWAs can help close the

information gaps, re-evaluate what is already known and, in some cases, redefine the problem.
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Figure 5

VE Ranking Criteria

• Quality & Function +2 - Greatly Improved
+1 - Slightly Improved

0 - Same
-1 - Slightly Reduced
-2 - Greatly Reduced

• Expected Savings +3 - $100K
+2 - $50K
+1 - $10K

0 - $0K
-1 - Adds Cost

i

• Likelihood of Acceptance +3 - Certainly
+2 - Probably
+1 - Maybe

0 - Never

Total Points +6 to +8 - Consider idea fully
+3 to +5 - Consider idea at least partially

0 to +2 - Possible design alternative
-3 to -1 - No consideration
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Table 1

Selected Value Engineering Studies

at DOE and other Field Facilities

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

• Melton Valley Liquid, Low Level Waste Collection and Transfer System Upgrade
• Low Level Waste Storage Building
• Upgrade Process Waste Treatment Project
• Radioactive Liquid Transport Assembly

Idaho National En_ineerin_ Laboratory

. • TAR Radioactive Liquid Waste System
• ATR Off Gas Treatment System
• RWMC/TSA Retrieval Containment Building
• PCDP Rod Consolidation Enclosure
• RWMC Waste Treatment Storage Facility
• ICPP Anti-Contamination/Safety Equipment Handling Facility

Los Alamos National Laboratory

• Liquid Waste Treatment Facility

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

• Environmental Monitoring and Industrial Hygiene Building
• Hazardous Waste Handling Facility

L,awrence Livermore National Laboratory

• Sewer Diversion System

pantex

• Waste Treatment Facility

[;rand .function

• Streamline the UMTRA Process
• Remediation Plan for the DuWald Steel Property
• Monticello Remedial Action Plan

,i

Anderson Air Force Base. Guam

• Underground Storage Tanks
• Hazardous Waste Management Facility

19
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